SURVEY ON THE LABOUR MARKET SITUATION OF MIGRANTS AND THEIR IMMEDIATE DESCENDANTS

(LFS AD HOC MODULE FOR YEAR 2008)

Personal questionnaire

Ad hoc questionnaire should be completed only for persons age 15 to 74 years old, that is, only for persons that were born from 1933 (after the reference week) till 1993 (before the reference week)

Questions 96 to 99 should be addressed to all persons (15 to 74 years old).

96. Where was your father born, in Greece or abroad?

In Greece............................................................... 1 → 98
Abroad................................................................. 2 → 97

97. In which country was your father born?;

Country of birth.........................................................|__|

98. Where was your mother born, in Greece or abroad?

In Greece............................................................... 1 → 100
Abroad................................................................. 2 → 99

99. In which country was your mother born?;

Country of birth.........................................................|__|

For the interviewer:

If the respondent has Greek nationality continue with Question 100

If the respondent has foreign nationality AND IS BORN ABROAD continue with Question 102

If the respondent has foreign nationality AND IS BORN IN GREECE continue with Question 112

Question 100 should be addressed to all persons (15 to 74 years old) who have Greek nationality.

100. Were you born with Greek nationality or did you acquire it later?

Person was born with Greek nationality...................... 1 → FILTER 1
Person was born with foreign nationality.................... 2 → 101

101. When did you acquire Greek nationality?

Year of Greek nationality acquisition....................|__|
102. For what reason did you came in Greece? (should be asked only to persons born abroad)

Company/Organization sent him/her to work in Greece.......................... 1

Found a job in Greece and came to work.................................................. 2

For studies.................................................................................................. 3

To find other member of his/her family..................................................... 4

To find a job.................................................................................................. 5

Due to problems in home country (political refugee, war, etc).................. 6

Married to a Greek.................................................................................... 7

Other............................................................................................................ 8

103. How many years do you live in Greece, in total? (All years that the person has lived in Greece should be taken in to account, even if, in between, there were periods, less than a year, that the person was not living in Greece).

Number of years living in Greece...............................................................

104. Did you have any Greek language lessons during the first two years you were in Greece?

Yes............................................................................................................. 1 \(\rightarrow\) 105

No............................................................................................................. 2 \(\rightarrow\) 106

Do not answer.......................................................................................... 3 \(\rightarrow\) 106

105. Where did you have these lessons?

In school.................................................................................................... 1

In a program organized by Greek state.................................................... 2

In a program organized by other institution or private organization.................. 3

Do not answer.......................................................................................... 4

106. Did you participate in any labour market training program during the first two years you were in Greece;

Yes............................................................................................................. 1

No............................................................................................................. 2

Do not answer.......................................................................................... 3

107. Did you have any help in order to be able to look for a job during the first two years you were in Greece (from Public Employment Office, other organizations, governmental or other institutions)?
108. Do you think that you should have a better knowledge of Greek language in order to find job (or a better one from present job)?

Yes................................................................................................................................. 1
No................................................................................................................................. 2
Do not answer............................................................................................................... 3

109. Where did you finish your studies (school, university, technical school, etc) in Greece or abroad?

In Greece..................................................................................................................... 1 → FILTER 2
I am still studying..................................................................................................... 2 → FILTER 2
Abroad......................................................................................................................... 3 → 110

110. Have you try to establish what your qualification equates to?

Yes................................................................................................................................. 1 → 111
No................................................................................................................................. 2 → 112
Do not answer............................................................................................................... 3 → FILTER 2

111. Did you manage to equate your qualification?

Yes................................................................................................................................. 1 → FILTER 2
The procedure is not yet completed........................................................................ 2 → FILTER 2
No................................................................................................................................. 3 → FILTER 2
Do not answer............................................................................................................... 4 → FILTER 2

112. Why you did not try to equate it?

Do not need to........................................................................................................... 1
Do not know that he/she can do it............................................................................. 2
Do not need it for the jobs he/she can find.............................................................. 3
Other reason............................................................................................................. 4
Do not answer............................................................................................................... 5

FILTER 2
If the respondent has FOREIGN NATIONALITY continue with Question 113
If the respondent has Greek Nationality -> END

Last 3 questions should be addressed to persons of foreign nationality, even if they were born in Greece.

113. Persons of foreign nationality can face limitations in the jobs they can do. Which of the following is true for you?

1. My permit allows me to work only for a particular employer................................................................. YES NO
2. My permit allows me to work only as self-employed ................................................................. YES NO

3. My permit allows me to work only in certain professions/jobs ................................................... YES NO

4. My permit does not allow me to work ......................................................................................... YES NO

5. I can do any job with no limitations ......................................................................................... YES NO

114. Persons of foreign nationality can face limitations in the time they can stay in Greece. Which of the following is true for you?

1. My permit allows me to stay up to 1 year ................................................................................ 1
2. My permit allows me to stay 1 to 2 years ................................................................................. 2
3. My permit allows me to stay 2 to 3 years ............................................................................... 3
4. My permit allows me to stay 3 to 4 years ............................................................................... 4
5. My permit allows me to stay 4 to 5 years ............................................................................... 5
6. My permit allows me to stay more than 5 years ..................................................................... 6
7. My permit is of unlimited duration .......................................................................................... 7
8. I do not have yet/I have not yet renew my permit .................................................................. 8

115. How long do you plan to stay in Greece?

Less than 1 year ................................................................................................................................. 1
1 to 5 years ........................................................................................................................................ 2
More than 5 years .............................................................................................................................. 3
Permanently ........................................................................................................................................ 4
Do not answer ...................................................................................................................................... 5